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EDITORIAL

Your home should be the most wonderful 
place in the world. At KARE we have  

dedicated ourselves with passion to this 
mission. We’re proud that with 100 shops 
in 50 countries KARE today stands for 
unique furnishing ideas and unlimited 
dedication to creating stylish interiors.  

This is because inspiration, creativity and 
furnishing expertise have been part of our 

DNA since we were founded in 1981,  
offering new surprises every day!  

With a constant flow of new furniture, 
lamps and accessories, fashionable  

furnishing worlds and eccentric eye-
catchers, enabling you to make a  

statement with your home. Whether you 
celebrate your joy of living with luxury or 
cosy furnishing is your preference - with 
us you will experience creative diversity, 

lifestyle and professional furnishing  
advice. Stay curious and discover  

the unique world of KARE Design in our 
new magazine, at www.kare-design.com 

and in our shops.

ALWAYS UNIQUE,
NEVER BORING
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LIVING ROOM
From sofa to side table

Is your living room for relaxing, or do you often receive guests there? How many 

people can make themselves at home on the sofa? And do you serve snacks and 

cocktails? No matter how you use our furniture - we have the right articles to suit 

every personality, and make everyone happy. 
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

Sofa GIANNA, a comfortable, timeless and stylish corner sofa with chaise longue to relax and feel good. Gianna is available in many other variations 
and colours, e.g., 68 x 290 x 160 cm | 83567 |   Coffee table WIRE, whether alone or in a set, Wire is always an enrichment for the modern furnishing 
style. Comes in different sizes, e.g., 31 x Ø60 cm | 80179 |   Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS, made of black painted steel with five rotating light sour-
ces, provides optimum room illumination, 201 x 86 x 35 cm | 51365 |   New Picture COLORFUL DOTS, in portrait or landscape format a colourful 
eye-catcher with hand-painted touches in oils, 140 x 200 cm | 65912 |

Sofa LOFT, a fancy tuxedo sofa with elaborate details such as piping seams, 70 x 226 x 80 cm | 83139 |   Coffee table IRIS, organic shape with 
refined colouring as well as shimmering highlights, radiant embossing and conical legs, 39 x 130 x 87 cm | 83727 |   
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Sofa LULLABY, a wonderfully comfortable sofa for two thanks to the deep seat. Can be extended with further elements and stools, 70 x 222 x 102 cm | 
83682 |   Side tables LA COSTA, set of three filigree and coloured coffee tables. Can also be used as additional storage space, 37 x 50 x 50 cm | 81140 |    
Standard lamp TRIANGLE TRIPOD, long legs and a compact lamp shade with diamond embossing - an icon of tomorrow, 156 x 54 x 45 cm | 61436 |    
Picture FLOWER GARDEN, hand-decorated oil painting with intense radiance and flower motif, 100 x 100 cm | 60776 |

Sofa LULLABY, offers plenty of room for three couch potatoes , 70 x 307 x 102 cm | 84097 |   Footstool LULLABY, comfortable footrest or extension 
element for the sofa - an all-rounder for every situation, 51 x 100 x 100 cm | 83687 |   
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

"Marble is a valuable 
natural material - we love 
unique pieces with this  

luxurious surface.  
Due to the individual grain  
of the stone, each item of 

furniture is unique.  
The geometric frame and 
gold-coloured highlights 
accentuate the natural  

characteristics  
particularly well".

Demetra Kakopierou

KARE CYPRUS

New Sofa VARIETE, clean-lined and ultra comfortable -  
a classic that invites you to many hours of series marathons,  
68 x 221 x 87 cm | 84218 |    
Coffee table CESTA, a keypiece in gold with a light marble top, 
goes perfectly with velvet sofas, 45 x Ø100 cm | 84062 |    
Carpet KELIM, provides unbeatable comfort, can be easily  
combined and refreshes every interior with fine colour nuances. 
Available in other colours and sizes, e.g. , 170 x 240 cm | 39972 |    
Side table RIMINI, elegant Italian-style design makes  
it a luxurious favourite, 47 x Ø 42 cm | 83321 |    
Deco frame GOLD SNAIL, golden feathers artfully arranged  
in the shape of a snail create a classy focal point on the wall ,  
120 x 120 x 5 cm | 38576 |
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Sofa PERUGIA, the cream-coloured sofa with its pleated cover stands on a brass base and represents the pomp of the Golden Twenties, 65 x 195 x 119 cm | 82707 |    
Coffee table JUPITER, a piece of elegance for the living room: glass table with a strikingly designed base made of gold-coloured stainless steel, 40 x Ø 100 cm | 80555 |

New Coffee table BOULEVARD, that's what we call a glamorous base: the glass top rests on a graphically designed frame  
in the Hollywood Regency style, 45 x 140 x 70 cm | 83906 |    
Sofa PROUD, this beautiful three-seater is particularly comfortable thanks to its extraordinary depth and the firm backrest, 81 x 214 x 86 cm | 83469 |

Armchair SAN DIEGO, in powder pink with loving details in the style of the Midcentury, 85 x 80 x 85 cm | 83092 |    
Coffee table MYSTIC, an elegant pair with a marble top, which can also be easily slid together, 55 x Ø 90 cm | 83390 |
Armchair MUSIC HALL, superbly comfortable swivel armchair with soft cushioning and shimmering velvet cover, 71 x 90 x 86 cm | 83094 | 
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

Sofa VEGAS, an elegant Sixties-style sofa with its sweeping shape and velvet cover in fashionable petrol, 90 x 232 x 89 cm | 83531 |    
Armchair VEGAS, the velvety armchair for the matching sofa, but also a highlight on its own. Also available in yellow, 115 x 89 x 86 cm | 83532 |    
Cabinet MUSKAT, a dainty eye-catcher with shelves and gold-coloured decorations in the form of scales, other versions available, 85 x 75 x 40 cm | 83364 |    
TV board MUSKAT, a stylish home for your telly! On warm wood with ornamental decoration in gold, 50 x 140 x 35 cm | 83365 |
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Table lamp MUSHROOM, an elegant gold-coloured highlight which radiates elegant light and shines even during the day, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60198 |    
Coffee table WIRE, the modern classic, available in many colours and finishes, e.g., 34  x 70 x 70 cm | 79577 |    
Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS, five lampshades in a round design idiom adorn the unusual structure and make the lamp  
a wonderful eye-catcher, 220 x 100 x 110 cm | 60631 |
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The armchair should  
be a perfect match for the 
furnishing fan, just like 
a dog should match its 
owner. We have the right 
chair for every character. 
And we promise you that 
they are all comfortable!
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New Armchair LUNA, combines stylish details with a soft velvet cover and sleek silhouette,  
and with its elegant Fifties style it is inviting and elegant, 93 x 74 x 88 cm | 84119 |    
New Carpet OVADO, a fashionable carpet in organic form  
with modern colouring, 170 x 240 cm | 61540 |    
New Side table TRUNK STORAGE GALA, the ultimate statement furniture for all those  
who want to show what they’ve got! 52 x 55 x 48 cm | 84121 |    
Deco frame GOLD FLOWER, three-dimensional picture with a sea of golden flowers  
in a showcase of acrylic glass, 120 x 120 x 5 cm | 39249 |    
New Side tables PUMPKIN, a humorous design idea, excellently implemented.   
Available in different sizes, e.g., 59 x 43 x 43 cm | 84366, 84367 |    
New Wall decoration MIRROR, tip from the stylist: decorate walls creatively with  
a group of motif mirrors | 51223, 51220 |
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Making statements with eye-catching designer pieces?  
This is how to put the fun into furnishing! 

MY ARMCHAIR. MY STYLE. 
The highlight in the living room 

Tip: also tested by cat & dog -  
and found to be good!

New Armchair SORENTO, elegant, upholstered 
armchair in chrome and velvety cover. Could even 
stand in the lobby of a trendy hotel,  
88 x 69 x 78 cm | 84120 |    

New Armchair LUNA, velvety green armchair  
in Italian retro design, ultra chic and also so com-
fortable!  Ideal for relaxing, checking Instagrams or 
watching series , 93 x 74 x 88  cm | 84119 |    

New Armchair REGINA,  has no problem at all 
with being the centre of attraction in the room: 
the body of the enchanting retro armchair is 
beautiful all around, especially the back with its 
diamond wickerwork, 84 x 66 x 74 cm | 83612 |    

New Armchair SILHOUETTE FUR, glamour with 
a cuddly feel: a cocktail armchair in Art Deco style 
with a trendy fluffy teddy cover in white,  
71 x 79 x 60 cm | 84322 |    

New Armchair ANGELS WINGS, retro armchair 
with lots of charm and fancy details.  The highlight 
is clearly its cover: the colour gradient with its zig-
zag pattern makes it a focal point that turns any 
seating group into an elegant lounge,  
93 x 79 x 99 cm | 84532 |    

New Armchair CELEBRATE, clearly a style icon 
among upholstered armchairs, in the popular  
colour of raspberry ice cream,  
68 x 85 x 87 cm | 84216 |    

New Armchair ZUZI, elaborately crafted, velvety 
armchair with swivel function - but above all with 
an extra portion of retro glam,  
86 x 72 x 80 cm | 83962 |    

New Armchair BOLD CLUB, exclusive, gold- 
coloured chrome upholstered chair, as if from a 
sophisticated boutique hotel with a decorative 
surprise effect and elaborate quilting seams,  
70 x 77 x 70 cm | 83616 |    

New Armchair LOFTY SNAKE, a wow piece! Round 
velvet armchair in the shape of a snail - guaranteed 
to be a conversation starter at the next cocktail party!  
63 x 95 x 78 cm | 80919 |    
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

top:
Coffee table LUIGI, a showpiece with endless possibilities!  Luigi consists of four glass cubes, which together form a large coffee table -  

but can also be arranged individually or in pairs in the room , 43 x 100 x 100 cm | 83104 |    
bottom left:

Coffee table IRIS, organic shape with refined colouring as well as shimmering highlights, radiant embossing and conical legs,  
39 x 130 x 87 cm | 83727 |   

bottom right:
Coffee table WIRE GRID, set of three filigree and coloured coffee tables. Can also be used as additional storage space, 47 x Ø 70 cm | 81140 |
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7. 

BEST  
SUPPORTING ROLE 

Side tables - the unacknowledged stars in the living room 

1. New Side table LUXURY, all-round mirrored gem, complements every ambience and visually enlarges the room, 50 x 45 x 45 cm | 84548 | 
2. Side table EASY LIVING, a practical classic, can be pushed over the armrests of most sofas, 62 x 51 x 46 cm | 70629 | 
3. Side table PRISMA, enhances any living area with its geometry and golden details in diamond shape, 45 x 45 x 45 cm | 82170 |  
4. Side tables ELECTRA (set of 3), three-part set with textured embossing, together or individually a great styling element, 59 x 48 x 48 cm | 82381 |  
5. Side tables WIRE (set of 2), thanks to the golden colour of the graphic frame and reflecting surface a guarantee of glamour, 46 x 45 x 45 cm | 83457 |  
6. New Coffee table GRID, the fine-meshed wire body adds lightness to the room and fits well even in small apartments, 47 x 50 x 50 cm | 84253 | 
7. New Side table WIRE, the darling of the interior blogger with a marble-look glass top for modern flair, 46 x 45 x 45 cm | 84328 | 
8. New Coffee table PIEDRA , a real natural beauty - the elegant marble top shows its rough edge and stands on a filigree frame, 37 x 75 x 71 cm | 83513 | 
9. New Side table PLATEAU, a fascinatingly luxurious side table for regal interior design.  
Tip: as a pair it can also be used as a bedside table, 53 x 45 x 45 cm | 83466 | 
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

top:
Sofa CATANIA, a sofa for life - and for your whole circle of friends! 

A classic corner sofa which comes in a variety of versions

bottom:
Sofa PADUA, slim design and luxurious comfort without any bulkiness - this is perfect furniture design.  

The soft and comfortable upholstery invites the whole family to chill out and unwind
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top:
Sofa BOLOGNA, a sofa can be so cosy and inviting! Available in many sizes, 

combinations and upholstery fabrics, as well as in leather

bottom:
Sofa TURIN, with its straight lines and flexibility this versatile couch adapts perfectly to any furnishing style. 

Various feet, covers and armrests to choose from, also available as an armchair
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

Sofa MILCHBAR Velvet Rose, a favourite sofa with raspberry-coloured velvet cover and soft upholstery.  Stands on retro feet and offers space 
for three people.  Available in other colours, 83 x 233 x 86 cm | 83435 |   Coffee table WIRE, light, modern and elegant: table with a glass top. 
Available in further versions, e.g., 31 x 60 x 60 cm | 79577 |   Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists, with a frame of brass-coloured 
steel. Available in further versions, e.g., Ø100 x 5 cm | 82718 |   Standard lamp BALLOONS, this reflecting object does the job of a modern work 
of art during the day, and in the evening the lamp emits indirect light, 68 x 36 x 36 cm | 61159 | 
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Sofa MY DESIRE, an elegant homage to the Chesterfield sofa with its shimmering velvet upholstery, 68 x 245 x 100 cm | 79616 |     
New Coffee table WIRE MARBLE (set of 2), highly fashionable: the marble-look glass table top. Suitable for all sofa shapes, larger table, 34 x 70 x 70 cm | 84427 |   

Side table TERRAZZO (set of 3), small stones and colourful pieces of glass in concrete make the look so typical, casual and modern, 43 x 48 x 48 cm | 83251 |     
New Sofa SANDWICH, as sweet as ice cream and as soft as candy floss!  There is no prettier way to celebrate tea time, 64 x 125 x 46 cm | 84782 |   

New Armchair TUDOR, a cool interpretation of the classic wingback chair with sweeping armrests, diamond quilting and simple frame in Scandinavian style,  
100 x 78 x 80 cm | 84426 |    New Coffee table DIMENSION, a design highlight in linear style, an artwork for even the smallest corner, 46 x 46 x 46 cm | 84753 |   
New Sofa VICKY, velvet sofa with retro charm.  With its special size it transforms rooms of any size into a stylish lounge, 95 x 140 x 76 cm | 84429 |
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

Console table LUXURY, an all-round reflecting gem, also makes an im-
pression as a make-up table or small desk, 77 x 100 x 40 cm | 82233 |    
Mirror Curve, round and beautiful, can also be decorated in a team with 
other round mirrors, 60 x 60 x 5 cm | 83191 |    
Footstool CHERRY BLAU, every apartment should have one of these 
stylish footstools!  It can be combined wonderfully, as a guest seat, cat bed, 
place to put clothes, nightstand or side table with tray - the possibilities are 
unlimited and we all still have room for one of these great velvet stools,  
42 x 35 x 35 cm | 82699 |    
Footstool CHERRY ROSE, 35 x 55 x 55 cm | 83125 | 
Footstool CHERRY ECLIPSE BROWN, 40 x 60 x 40 cm | 83126 | 
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4. 
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5. 
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7. 

8. 

STOOLS & BENCHES 
Time to put your feet up! 

1. New Bench WING Blossom, with cuddly soft cover and romantic flower print, 54 x 100 x 30 cm | 83997 | 
2. Bench MOTLEY , a charming all-rounder, finds a home in every room, 61 x 108 x 40 cm | 83296 | 
3. Seat chest DESIRE, offers seating and storage space with button-stitching - also unbeatable as a dog’s bed! 46 x 73 x 73 cm | 81041 |  
4. New Footstool CHERRY Leo, every home should have one - and with a plush cover the footstool becomes a real eye-catcher, 42 x 35 x 35 cm | 83387 |  
5. New Bench CROSSOVER, with a velvety soft, hard-wearing cover and a stylish, brass-coloured frame, 40 x 90 x 40 cm | 84087 |  
6. New Footstool SUITCASE, a place to put your feet up, also serves as a side table and offers storage space -  
and it even looks great! 35 x 50 x 38 cm | 83244 | 
7. New Bench LOFTY, a cute style upgrade with elegant button stitching and refined quilting, 55 x 103 x 40 cm | 80921 | 
8. New Bench PIGALLE, a piece of furniture straight out of a grand hotel, with charming curves in the boudoir look, 42 x 100 x 38 cm | 84005 | 
9. New Footstool ST BARTH, with velvet upholstery and brass details, a beautiful design element in elegant styling, 40 x 45 x 45 cm | 83517 | 
10. Footstool VISIBLE, a refined look consisting of soft plush and transparent acrylic legs, 42 x 65 x 47 cm | 81580 |
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

New Armchair CELEBRATE, a timeless shape and fashionable rosé create a stylish classic, and how wonderfully comfortable it is! 68 x 85 x 87 cm | 84216 |    
New Sofa CELEBRATE, elegance and real comfort? It’s great if you can have both!  Available in different colours and sizes, 68 x 200 x 87 cm | 84211 |   
Coffee table WIRE, celebrates the elegance of minimalism, available in different colours and sizes, e.g., 31 x Ø60 cm | 80179 |    
Mirror PRISMA, the colours and light of the surroundings are reflected in the elements, creating enchanting effects.   
A mirror with the wow effect!  120 x 80 x 10 cm | 44897 |
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Carpet SPIKE ELEGANCE, a wonderfully elegant carpet in cream with silver-coloured details, made of cowhide, 170 x 240 cm | 30004 |   
New Vase STRATOS, artistic ceramics in a trendy colour palette, 25 x 16 x 16 cm | 51120 |   
New Side table LUXURY, conjures up sophisticated effects by reflecting light and its surroundings, 54 x 32 x 32 cm | 84156 |
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

New Armchair VICKY HUGS, the Scandinavian darling with cover in teddy look, 92 x 59 x 63 cm | 84431 |   New Dresser STARRY, handmade 
cupboard with star inlays made of solid wood, a favourite piece for an entire lifetime, 88 x 120 x 38 cm | 84245 |   New Carpet SOUK, woven by 
hand in a robust wool/cotton mix.  adds cosy furnishing to every room, 170 x 240 cm | 61811 |   New Mirror CONCAVE, an imposing curved wall 
decoration that captures and reflects the light, Ø92 x 10 cm | 83498 |   New Mirror CONCAVE small, as a pair or in a group, the mirrors form an 
impressive wall installation, Ø40 x 4 cm | 83499 |
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Armchair COUNTRY SIDE, a classic gem with  
diamond stitching in high-quality cowhide leather, 
as well as additional details such as surrounding 
rivets , 90 x 83 x 88 cm | 79065 |    

Rocking chair FJORD, simply rock away  
everyday stress with a real swing!   
106 x 72 x 105 cm | 82732 |    

Armchair CIGAR LOUNGE, the club armchair 
in high-quality leather with a vintage touch and 
attractive decorative seams really embraces its 
owner, 70 x 72 x 83 cm | 76948 |    

Armchair CORNWALL, incredibly laid-back arm-
chair with belt suspension and canvas cover in the 
stonewashed look, 78 x 72 x 75 cm | 83117 |    

New Armchair TUDOR, the ideal place to relax 
with its sweeping shape and cantilevered back-
rests, the diamond stitching makes it unmistaka-
bly distinctive, 100 x 78 x 80 cm | 84425 |    

Armchair PERUGIA FUR, a luxury armchair with 
cover of cuddly lambskin, perfect for woollen socks 
and pizza, as well as high heels and cocktails,  
77 x 78 x 50 cm | 83098 |    

Armchair GAMBLE, retro at its finest, high- 
quality details and an elegant colour -  
a real style upgrade!  And on top of all that,  
it's also omfortable , 78 x 68 x 75 cm | 80751 |    

Armchair COCKTAIL, diamond stitching on the 
seat and backrest with details full of character 
such as metal caps on the legs and leather-look 
upholstery, 72 x 66 x 62 cm | 80818 |    

Armchair VICKY JUNGLE, iavailable in many 
variations, here it wears a classy outfit with jungle 
print, 92 x 59 x 63 cm | 83057 |    
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

Sofa CIGAR LOUNGE, a timeless two-seater for the casual cigar lounge look,  
70 x 176 x 83 cm | 77063 |   
Wardrobe trunk Bar COLONIAL, tells of adventurous cruises on the high seas and un-
folds its nostalgic beauty in wood and the crocodile look, 154 x 61 x 61 cm | 73933 |   
Glass picture ELEPHANT, animal design printed on glass, 160 x 120 cm | 60395 |   
Standard lamp NATURE STRAIGHT, naturally grown wood with an elegant shade for 
glare-free light, each piece is unique, 171 x 52 x 52 cm | 31763 |
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Sofa CUBETTO, an inviting classic in a fine vintage look and brown top-grain cowhide leather with wide armrests, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 82019 |    
Coffee table KALIF, a handmade showpiece in the look of an antique Indian door - each piece is unique, 45 x 140 x 70 cm | 81661 |   

Sofa CIGAR LOUNGE, in an elegant, royal and understated look, also ideal for small rooms, 70 x 176 x 82 cm | 83952 |    
New Coffee table ROOTS, root-shaped teak frame with glass top, each piece unique, 33 x Ø100 cm | 81842 |   

Coffee table PEBBLES, Set of two organically shaped tables, composed of individual pebble-shaped metal elements, 30 x 66 x 66 cm | 82976 |    
Sofa RANGER, laid-back and distinctive sofa made of high-quality cowhide leather with distinctive stitching, 69 x 205 x 86 cm | 83101 |   
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

Sofa INFINITY, a smart crossover of reduced chic, lounge style and casual elegance. The ottoman also makes this couch extremely versatile.  
It can be used as an extension of the seating area or free-standing in the room as an additional seat or coffee table, 70 x 302 x 182 cm | 81323 |
New Coffee table ASPEN, a natural talent of rustic wood on steel hairpin legs, each piece is unique, 40 x 106 x 40 cm | 83493 |
Carpet ARABIAN FLOWER, with an ornamental pattern of tufted wool, 170 x 240 cm | 38750 |
New Side table BEACH HUT, a perfect table on two levels with Fifties flair, also great as a bedside table, 64 x 47 x 47 cm | 84234 |
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Shelf unit PURO, made of natural wood with loving, unique details and artistically carved ornaments, 191 x 90 x 35 cm | 81337 |
New Cushion WILD LIFE, the finest ethnic look, handmade from cotton, 30 x 50 cm | 52073 |
New Cushion ETHNO EYE, a small work of art with elaborate details, 35 x 55 cm | 52040 |
New Mirror BEACH HUT, made of natural materials, in the beach café look, Ø102 x 8,5 cm | 84231 |



BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

Flowers are  
always a great idea -  

and with the right vase  
they become  
a work of art

IN FULL  
BLOOM!
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New Vase BICOLORE , ingenious - two vases in one!  Together they form an object,  
and individually they are also beautifully decorative  | 51110, 51112 |
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What is your preferred style?  
Natural and organic or  
on graceful, golden feet?

New Vase PRECIOUS, white on the outside  
like porcelain, gold on the inside - and yet the 
honeycomb vase is made entirely of glass!  
14 x 18 x 18 cm | 61726 |    
New Vase STILT, even a simple bouquet looks 
luxurious in this bulbous vase on filigree legs,  
37 x 24 x 24 cm | 51128 |   
New Vase ELEMENTO, an individual collector's 
item with archaic wood grain - but made of ea-
sy-care and waterproof synthetic resin,  
31 x 28 x 24 cm | 51060 |
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Flowers make life  
more beautiful,  

and vases make flowers  
even more beautiful!

New Vase POSITANO, the ideal vase for cut flowers 
with gorgeous blossoms.  Fresh, light and glamorous, 
available in different sizes,  
e.g., 28 x 16 x 16 cm | 61780, 61782 |    
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DINING ROOM
Tables, chairs and ideas that  

create an appetite
Food still tastes best at home!  This is where we make ourselves comfortable - with 

solid wood tables that feel good, and upholstered chairs from which you never 

want to get up again. We have the perfect ambience for your favourite meal, too!
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Table DOWNTOWN, the solid top made of oiled 
oak feels fantastic, while the steel frame skillfully 
quotes the modern Scandi look | 80759 |     
Chair CHELSEA, softly upholstered chair with com-
fortable armrests - not for a fast-food restaurant, 
because here you'll never want to get up again!  
90 x 65 x 60 cm | 83544 |   Chair CHELSEA, your 
favourite chair with harmonious colouring, this time without armrests, 90 x 50 x 60 cm | 83545 |    
New Pendant lamp SPOOL, an ingenious light source: different lighting scenarios can be created 
by opening the wings of each lamp, efficiency class A++ thanks to LED (included), 120 x 70 x 10 cm 
| 51394 |   New Vase FRIGILIANA, vase in XL format - an eye-catcher for the floor or sideboard on its 
own or complete with flowers, 100 x 20 x 20 cm | 51015 |   New Vase MERIDA, the lavishly structured 
surface turns this bulbous vase into an impressive gem, which looks even more beautiful in a group, 
44 x 34 x 34 cm | 51016 |
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DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS

Table DULD RANGE, a table for everyone and everything. Large dimensions for large projects - be it dinner with friends or a handicrafts party with kids.  
A harmonious mix of styles, each table leg is differently shaped, 76 x 220 x 100 cm | 79214 |    Chair MODE, whether with or without armrests, the comfortable 
upholstered chair cuts a fine figure in various colours, 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 82470 |   Carpet SPIKE, together the hides adorned with lustre create an elegant 
herringbone pattern, 170 x 240 cm | 30004 |
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Pendant lamp STONE, an installation of light, metal and stone.  Looks filigree in spite of its size, 60 x 100 x 27 cm | 60163 |   Cupboard SHANTI, full of fantasy 
and symbolism.  A work of art made of carved decorative strips, each piece is unique, 180 x 85 x 45 cm | 82796 |   Standard lamp SCULTRA, a modern lamp 
with natural charm - made of robust acacia wood, 158 x 55 x 55 cm | 34925 |   Armchair ACAPULCO, the retro classic in natural colours - also a statement 
indoors, and superbly comfortable! 85 x 73 x 78 cm | 84722 |
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DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS

Table BROOKLYN NATURE, distinctive shapes, natural materials, elegantly rounded corners and slightly facetted edges ensure a modern and 
contemporary style, 76 x 175 x 90 cm | 81431 |   Chair MORITZ, a clean-lined upholstered chair for all occasions with a silver-grey velvet cover, 89 x 49 
x 54 cm | 83413 |   Chair CLAW, combines a fine retro attitude with modern comfort and casual pleating in the velvet cover, 95 x 52 x 63 cm | 81533 |    
Pendant lamp CONCRETE DINING, a perfect combination of wood and concrete, for modern furnishing in harmony with nature, 120 x 120 x 15 cm | 
38802 |   Picture Touched FLOWER ELEPHANT, artistic print with a cheerful motif and handpainted finish in oils, 90 x 120  cm | 60441 |     
Sideboard BROOKLYN NATURE, spacious sideboard in the popular series. Three doors and three wooden drawers provide storage space,  
85 x 145 x 40 cm | 81436 |   Deco object TURTLE, a fabulous decorative idea, based on a giant tortoise down to the last detail, 43 x 95 x 77 cm | 30142 |

Table BROOKLYN WALNUT, the classic in walnut colour, other sizes available. 76 x 175 x 90 cm | 81266 |    
Chair LADY, hard-wearing cover in a glossy velvet look and comfortable cushioning make Lady a favourite at the table in many colours,  
82 x 62 x 60 cm | 83409 |   Chair LADY, 82 x 62 x 60 cm | 83410 |
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Table ROOTS, tabletop made of solid acacia with flamboyant powder-coated steel base in artistic form.  Offers space for eight people, other sizes 
available, 77 x 220 x 100 cm | 83161 |   Chair MODE, you won't want to get up anymore!  Favourite chair with soft upholstery and solid wooden legs, 
available in many colours, 87 x 58 x 67 cm | 82470 |   Chair MODE, 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 83208 |   Carpet ABSTRACT, an expressionist work of art for 
the floor, 170 x 240 cm | 61333 |   Pendant lamp STONE, an installation of light, metal and stone. Looks filigree in spite of its size, 60 x 100 x 27 cm | 
60163 |   Picture ABSTRACT, a hand-painted picture with an expressionist motif, 150 x 120 cm | 60424 |   Mirror CURVE, simple wall mirror with a 
narrow rim, Ø 100 cm | 82718 |   Sideboard TOMAHAWK, an extraordinary eye-catcher, more about this in the "Storage" section further on in the 
magazine! 75 x 177 x 45 cm | 83370 |

New Chair MODE, a comfortable favourite with spectacular upholstery in shades of gold and brown, 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 84439 |    
Chair THINK TANK, a comfortable seat for many hours in a stylish look with feet made of steel, 85 x 86 x 55 cm | 80674 |    
New Chair MARSHALL, brings vintage elegance with a high glam factor into the home, 91 x 57 x 66 cm | 83993 |    
New Chair BUTTERFLY, an attractive upholstered chair with an unusual frame at a favourable price, 85 x 47 x 57 cm | 83114 |



A natural beauty:  
the table top made of 
robust acacia wood is 
finished by hand.   
Each table is unique!

When it comes to style, it leaves other dining tables well behind. On the one hand because it 
combines the materials of solid wood and steel so beautifully and classically. And on the other, 

with its individually shaped edges it develops an enormous amount of charm.

THE INDIVIDUAL TABLE
 MIX & MATCH

DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS
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New Table SYMPHONY, a combination 
of a top with a bevelled edge and runners 
made of raw steel,  
76 x 160 x 80 cm | 84489 |     
Chair CHEERIO, casual and urban thanks 
to a mix of materials and woven backrest, 
75 x 55 x 52 cm | 83078 |    
Mirror MERCURY, a beautiful light catcher 
in XXL size, handmade of silvery metal,  
Ø 115 cm | 83371 |
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The mix & match tables 
are available in many 

variations of wood, size 
and frame colour.

The table tops are available in different versions.  
Oak, acacia, light or dark - 
which wood do you like best?

THE COLOUR

THE EDGE

ACACIA DARK

OAK

NATURAL  
EDGE

CONLEY

BEVELLED  
EDGE

STRAIGHT  
EDGE

ACACIA

The natural growth form of a tree trunk, a refined bevelled edge 
or a classic straight edge. Which finish you choose determines 
the character of the table.

THE SIZE
Whether it's dinner for one or a family celebration,  
the table tops are available in a wide variety of sizes,  
e.g. 180x 90cm as shown on the left.

"Why does everyone love 
this table? It's the unique 

character of the solid wood 
top, which is available with 
a natural tree trunk edge or 

with elaborate edge grinding 
depending on personal taste. 
We will be happy to show you 

how your preferred table  
top works with the different 
frames, and together we’ll 

find your dream table!"
Violeta Panstingl

KARE VIENNA
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The metal runners make the table a modern classic. 
Matt silver for lovers of the elegant style of furnishing, 
raw steel for an industrial look or a chrome-plated frame 
for extra shine in the dining area? With the slim runners 
in different colours you can make your table unique!

We will be happy to show you all the variants in our shop.  
The tables also function very well as work and conference 
tables. They are available in many sizes and always look 
natural and modern.

Also available as a high table or desk!

THE FRAME

YOUR PERSONAL FAVOURITE 
TABLE IS READY!

CHROME

BRASS

RAW STEEL

SILVER

BLACK

Looks natural  
and can be easily  
integrated into  
any furnishing  
style. With this  
wooden table  
you will find  
a friend for life.

right-hand page:
New Table HARMONY, a combination of a natural tree  
trunk edge in acacia and raw steel runners,  
76 x 200 x 100 cm | 84467 |     
Chair THINK TANK BROWN, with generous padding  
for comfortable seating at the table, easy-care cover,  
85 x 82 x 58 cm | 83640 |    
New Chair CHEERIO, an exciting material mix  
of leather look and woven fabric, including a small cushion,  
75 x 55 x 52 cm | 83646 |    
New Deco figure IGUANA, a detailed handmade sculpture,  
a perfect showpiece, 52 x 135 x 55 cm | 66040 |    
New Tableware series GRANIT, numerous parts  
available on the mix and match principle |
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When opposites collide, this can inspire, explode, or even malfunction. In the case of the  
RUSTICO series, however, contrasting materials harmonise to create a charming interior highlight: 

rough recycled wood meets details in modern chrome.

RUSTIC  
& ELEGANT

DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS
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Each piece of the RUSTICO series  
is a handcrafted unique specimen,  
which will inspire design lovers with  
its lively aura.

left-hand page:
Table RUSTICO, with a distinctive surface structure and glass top for easy maintenance, 76 x 200 x 90 cm | 82849 |   Chair THELMA, luxurious seating comfort with a 

crumpled look, it can be both casual and elegant, 82 x 65 x 60 cm | 82243 |   New Pendant lamp GOBLET, with chrome details, combines retro with modern and offers 
focussed light, 142 x 115 x 31 cm | 51102 |   New Vase BLOOM, elaborately worked by hand with breathtaking details, 24 x 31 x 31 cm | 51173 |

New Deco globe HAND, a valuable life-sized object, the glass ball shimmers wonderfully in the light, 31 x 20 x 15 cm | 63912 |

this page:
New Console table RUSTICO, sensuous wood structure meets shiny chrome, carefully handcrafted, 80 x 180 x 46 cm | 84372 |    

Deco object ANIMAL JOURNEY, where are the wild animals going? Straight to your sideboard! 36 x 71 x 16 cm | 66041 |   New Vase MUSHROOM, organic shape,  
available in different models | 51088 |   Mirror XXL, a giant mirror that accentuates every sideboard arrangement, Ø 110 cm | 83372 |    

New Standard lamp GOBLET, with a restrained and refined retro look, 160 x 25 x 25 cm | 51079 |    
New Table lamp GOBLET, a great eye-catcher in chrome on three legs, 35 x 27 x 27 cm | 51078 |

Carpet COSMO, we’ve never seen the classic cowhide with such elegance and silver highlights before, 240 x 170 cm | 32973 |
Sideboard RUSTICO, with a striking structure and appearance, it skilfully combines rustic recycled wood with elegant chrome details, 75 x 160 x 40 cm | 82850 |

New Lantern MYKONOS, available in two sizes, e.g., 24 x 26 x 26 cm | 52092, 3 |
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Table KALIF, the table top made of safety glass seems to float and 
reveals an ornate antique-look door.  Each one is unique,  
78 x 200 x 90 cm | 81662 |     
Bench MODE, upholstered bench with velvet cover, available in other 
colours and as a chair, 88 x 764 x 62 cm | 83020 |    
Chair MODE, with or without armrests, Mode cuts a fine figure in 
various colours, 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 82468 |    
Carpet HIEROGLYPHICS, made of hide with patterns in the trendy 
mudcloth look, 170 x 240 cm | 60595 |    
Shelf unit STORM, extraordinary industrial-style shelving that plays 
with natural materials. With diagonally arranged partition walls made 
of solid pine, 234 x 100 x 30 cm | 82059 |
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"With the KALIF series  
you will receive a unique 

handcrafted product  
made of recycled wood,  

which talented craftsmen  
have worked on for  

up to 20 days.  
I love to combine  

antique treasures with  
modern elements,  
so the look always  

stays fresh and  
full of stories".

Edilka Anderson

KARE TORONTO

1. 

4. 

3. 

5. 

8. 

9. 

7. 

6. 

BOHEMIAN ELEGANCE 
High-quality lifestyle with an individual touch

2. 

1. Pendant lamp LIGHTHOUSE, wonderful lighting in perfect industrial design, 72 x Ø109 cm | 38891 | 
2. Vase NOBLE, simple design with a stylish base in the soft glam style, 40 x 24 x 24 cm | 51137 | 
3. New Chair MILA, comfortable upholstered chair in elegant green, other versions available, 89 x 60 x 65 cm | 84852 |  
4. Mirror COSMOS, huge wall mirror with a wide frame and detailed flower relief, Ø 110 cm | 83374 |  
5. New Carpet GLORIOUS GOLD, an elegant mosaic of small pieces of hide in golden shades, 170 x 240 cm | 52013 |  
6. New Chair KNOT, a modern dining table chair with certain extras, e.g. wickerwork on the backrest, 79 x 68 x 59 cm | 84649 | 
7. New Sideboard KALIF, a richly decorated sideboard from the series with two doors and two drawers,  
as well as a glass top on the surface , 70 x 160 x 40 cm | 84885 | 
8. Standard lamp NATURE STRAIGHT, naturally grown wood with an elegant shade  
for glare-free light, each piece is unique, 171 x 52 x 52 cm | 31763 | 
9. New Chair THELMA, in shiny velvet, with luxurious seating comfort and slightly flared legs, 82 x 65 x 60 cm | 83957 | 
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"Inlays are created  
by combining different  
materials, such as here  

wood and brushed brass,  
in a decorative pattern  

to form a surface.  
This technique was already 

popular in antiquity and 
decorated floors, walls and 

furniture. Today we  
adore table tops and  

furniture fronts featuring  
this elaborate  

technique".

Adrian Shaw

KARE DUBAI

We love tables  
that form the family 
centre, that are robust 
and show attention  
to detail. Whether it's  
ornamented surfaces 
or unusual legs -  
character in the dining 
area makes the room 
really interesting!

Table ILLUSION, strikingly 
beautiful and inviting: the table 
top impresses family and guests. 
Matching sideboard available, 
76 x 200 x 95 cm | 83828 |
Chair CHEERIO, an exciting  
material mix of leather look and 
woven fabric, including a small 
cushion, 75 x 55 x 52 cm | 83646 |  
New Pendant lamp PARECCHI 
WOOD, with five different lamp-
shades in wood veneer - hand- 
made! 160 x 107 x 30 cm | 51428 |
Picture ABSTRACT INTO THE 
NIGHT, oil painting of a spectacular 
size, everyone sees something  
different in this abstract work of 
art, 210 x 120 x 5 cm | 61662 |
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New Chair THINKTANK brown, with generous padding for comfortable seating at the table, other colours available, 85 x 82 x 58 cm | 84449 |     
Table BUG, unique styling thanks to the hammered-look frame and vividly structured tabletop made of recycled solid wood,  
other sizes available, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 82557 |   

New Chair SAN FRANCISCO, the modern classic with a touch of retro in dark green, further velvet covers available, 82 x 95 x 61 cm | 84758 |    
New Table PHOENIX, perfect proportions make it the focal point for the family, while oiled oak wood and matt black steel feet give it  
an industrial touch, 77 x 220 x 100 cm | 83549 |   

New Table CONLEY, top with radiating mosaic made of recycled wood and brass runners, other frames available, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 84880 |    
New Chair DREAM, comfortable upholstered chair with armchair ambitions and an elegant velvet cover, 88 x 63 x 61 cm | 83936 |   
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Extendable table AMSTERDAM, gains a further 80cm in length through the pull-out function and then offers space for up  
to ten people! An exciting surface in a grey mottled look - made of laminated safety glass with an elaborate ceramic coating for a unique feel.  
76 x 160/240 x 90 cm | 82725 |   Chair FOXY, a dream of a chair - comfortable thanks to its soft upholstery and high-quality,  
leather-look cover, 88 x 65 x 65 cm | 79973 |
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Chair THINKTANK, a modern chair with cover in a salt and pepper pattern, 85 x 65 x 65 cm | 80674 |    
Pendant lamp MONTE CARLO, height adjustable with seven light sources. Particularly beautiful with vintage-look bulbs, 116 x 116 x 35 cm | 60166 |
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Those who have many friends or a large family like to 
gather them together in a cosy and at the same time 

impressive dining area. An extendable table is worth its 
weight in gold, and what could be nicer than having all 

your loved ones sitting around the same table?

"A modern style of furnishing should  
never be boring! Innovative materials  
and artistic accessories bring life into  

a tidy household. We enjoy using bright  
colours to bring personality and contrast 

into a modern home. For this purpose  
we use all levels: not only walls,  
but also the ceiling and floor".

Yusaku Sagarifuji

KARE TOKYO

Extendable table AMSTERDAM, the extendable table is ideal for all those who like to receive guests but in everyday life feel lonely at a large table.  
In modern white with a glass top which is easy to clean, 76 x 160/240 x 90 cm | 83842 |   Chair SAN FRANCISCO, a classic with representative charisma  
and a soft, cuddly cover, 82 x 95 x 61 cm | 83314 |   Footstool CHERRY, when more guests arrive: additional seating in a glam look, 42 x 35 x 35cm | 82700 |    
New Carpet POWERS COLORE, living with art is fun!  We love expressive works of art on the floor,  
too - many more statement carpets available, 170 x 240 cm | 61541 |
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EXTENDABLE

New Chair KNOT, perhaps the most comfortable design highlight you've ever sat on - and with such a great look! 79 x 68 x 58 cm | 84648 |   Table INVITATION,  
a modern statement piece with tulip foot made of galvanised steel, other combinations available, 76 x Ø 90 cm | 75418 |   New Chair FLORES, flower patterns have 
their firm place in the heart of interioristas - and so cool on a black background: add romance without kitsch to the dining area, 83 x 53 x 50 cm | 83965 |

New Chair PEONY, fabulous for friends of large prints and a highlight for the dining area. It is also an eye-catcher on its own with monochrome chairs,  
77 x 56 x 55 cm | 84684 |   New Table BENVENUTO, this is what it looks like when functionality is combined with design: an oval-shaped gem with a white,  
high-gloss surface, easily extendable to a length of 250cm, 75 x 200/250 x 110 cm | 80819 |

Chair WIRE, reduced and modern with a geometric frame, a classic for the modern interior style, 86 x  48 x 51 cm | 82743 |   Table SCHICKERIA, in spite of  
its compact dimensions, up to four people can sit comfortably here and on top of this it's a design highlight at an affordable price, 72 x Ø 80 cm | 83183 |    
New Chair SOLO, a modern interpretation of the geometric Fifties chair, including seat cushion - also available in gold, 84 x 57 x 61 cm | 84182 |



Colourful chairs  
add a dash of colour to a 
golden ambience - this puts 
the fun in furnishing!

The exclusive BOULEVARD series shows how light,  
fresh and elegant furniture design can be. The geometric shapes,  

together with the glass top, create a modern look, while brass-coloured  
accents add a touch of warmth.

RETRO GLAM

DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS
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"Geometry can be so enchanting!  
Squares of different sizes complement 

each other to form a table frame. 
Whether on its own or as a whole 

series, these magnificent pieces leave 
a lasting impression and also fit in with 

modern furnishing styles."

Svetlana Ustinenkova

KARE VORONEZH

left-hand page:
Deco frame FLOWER, the three-dimensional image object  
looks like a vertical garden in gold , 120 x 120 x 5 cm | 39249 |    
New Standard lamp PEAR, an artistic luminous object with a large  
and light-looking glass balloon as a shade, 158 x 50 x 50 cm | 51322 |    
New Table BOULEVARD, a showpiece with sculptural feet -  
for an unforgettable impression, 75 x 100 x 200 cm | 83907 |     
New Chair VIVA, sleek design for the modern dining class,  
available in various colours, 82 x 46 x 52 cm | 83929, 30 |    
New Pendant lamp FIRESTARTER, the modern version  
of the classic chandelier, 100 x 24 cm | 67576 |     
New Carpet HUSKY, a high-contrast styling partner for glamorous  
furniture and accessories in gold and brass, 240 x 170 cm | 51003 |

left:
New Shelf unit BOULEVARD, a wow factor shelf unit that  
upgrades any room, 200 x 100 x 35 cm | 83909 |
New Armchair SILHOUETTE, a cuddly statement with  
a stylish fluffy teddy cover in white, 71 x 79 x 60 cm | 84322 |    

right:
New Console table BOULEVARD, perfect for the entrance hall: leaves a lasting 
impression on guests, 75 x 120 x 40 cm | 83908 |   
Armchair PERUGIA, an elegant velvet armchair in the style of the Twenties with 
elaborate pleating, which embodies stylish glamour, 75 x 79 x 75 cm | 82706 |
Footstool CHERRY,  an all-rounder in ice cream colouring, comes in many colours 
and variations, 42 x 35 x 35 cm | 82697 |
Picture FLOWER BOAT, with hand-painted flower details,  
an invitation to dream, 100 x 80 cm | 65740 |
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LENAS 
LOOK

KARE INSIDE | INTERVIEW

What does fun in furnishing mean to you?
Fun in furnishing also means allowing changes, trying out new 
things and experimenting. Even when you have found your 
own style, it's fun to play within this range. Inviting friends and  
family, and making your home a place where you and others feel  
comfortable is also enjoyable!

What is the biggest challenge in furnishing for you?
Turning a house into a home. I am very interested in interior  
design, furniture, trends and everything that has to do with home 
decor. Apart from my job in the fashion industry, this is my grea-
test passion. I furnish the stores, offices and apartments we rent 
out. In addition to the requirements of design and style, feeling 
good is also very important. Personal items, books, decorative  
objects that mean something to people and create a cosy atmo-
sphere for those who live in the apartment are all essential factors.
  
Do you cook or does your husband?
My husband! But now we have a new open-plan kitchen, cooking 
has become much more fun - so it can happen that I cook more 
often than before.

What's your perfect table decoration?
I love opulently set tables with large bouquets of flowers. This  
immediately looks inviting and fresh.  
  
Is there a culinary speciality in the Terlutter household?
My husband sometimes cooks a few Albanian dishes, which he  
learned from his mother and taste delicious.  I love Mediterranean 
cuisine and above all Italian cooking - one of my favourite dishes  
is a colourful tomato salad with burrata cheese.

And what's your favourite aperitif?
Bellini and champagne. 

Can you reveal to us the KARE article 
which is your favourite at the moment?
It's a tough decision, but right now I'm crazy about the BELL range 
of tableware. Its clean, white design with gold highlights is highly 
decorative and a real eye-catcher on the table. All our guests who
have eaten from it so far have immediately gone out and ordered 
it for themselves!

She reaches almost half a million followers every day with her posts. Lena Terlutter is a fashion 
entrepreneur, high-end blogger and mother of three - and has created for herself a home in her 
Cologne dream house, where timeless elegance and a touch of glamour are an invitation to dreams 
and enjoyment. The style expert tells us what is important to her when furnishing, and gives us an 
insight into her dining area.

"IN ADDITION TO THE REQUIREMENTS  
OF DESIGN AND STYLE, FEELING GOOD  

IS ALSO VERY IMPORTANT."
Lena Terlutter
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Console table GOLD RUSH, impresses with design 
sophistication and an elegant, slightly eccentric touch, 
76 x 160 x 45 cm | 82131 |   New Bench PIGALLE, a piece 
of furniture reminiscent of a grand hotel, which boosts 
the cosiness and the style level simply by being present 
in the room, 42 x 100 x 38 cm | 84005 |    
New Deco box FLAMINGO, bathroom, kitchen, hallway 
or windowsill - the porcelain box is ideal for chic  
decorative arrangements, 29 x 18 x 18 cm | 61762, 4 |    
Plate BELL, enhances any meal with gold-coloured 
edges and a slightly uneven shape, Ø 31 cm | 60500 |
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Whether it’s a trendy bar trolley, cupboard, or counter,  
we have a nice home for bottles, glasses and accessories. 

MINIBAR

DINING ROOM // BAR

Serving trolley BAMBOO, if you like things stylish you will  
love the flamboyant details in the golden bamboo look  
with black and white glass shelves, 73 x 65 x 41 cm | 83803 | 
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COSMOPOLITAN
A small bar trolley is a must for city queens and interior 

fetishists. It can be versatilely decorated, used as a small 

buffet or as an excellent place for coffee table books.

MOCKTAIL
lovers of non-alcoholic drinks (with umbrellas!) will get 

their money's worth with the metal bar trolley.  Books,  

vases and other collections can also be decorated here.

MARGARITA
this fruity, spicy summer drink is particularly effective on 

an elegant surface.  Fresh flowers are a visual highlight on 

every bar trolley and turn the aperitif into an eye-catcher.

OLD FASHIONED
for those who like things classical and dignified, we  

recommend a bar cabinet. A large selection of bottles,  

glasses and utensils can be stored here, and when the  

happy hour is over it is simply closed!
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SMOOTHIE
Freshly squeezed juices, fruit cocktails and a quick break-

fast can be served and presented on this trolley

HAPPY-HOUR
Would you like a little more? If you’re looking for a  

large bar trolley that offers plenty of space and is a design 

highlight in its own right, the home bar offers plenty of  

scope. Here every party becomes a happy hour, and supplies  

(almost) never run out.

GIN AND TONIC
Stylish, modern and elegant. The only question is: in silver 

or champagne? With or without cucumber?

MARTINI
Do you like things elegant, classical but with wit? The 

bar in the luxury look could be the olive in your Martini,  

because without it drinks are only half as much fun!

DINING ROOM // BAR
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1. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

3. 

6. 

TIME FOR BAR TALK  
Many a home bar has pretty treasures that deserve  

a place of honour.  We've got a few ideas for you:

1. Cabinet ENIGMA, highly elegant bar cabinet with exquisite details in the Art Deco style.  
With attachment for hanging glasses and lots of space for all kinds of treasures, 150 x 80 x 44 cm | 83173 | 
2. Barstool LADY ROCK, a matching seat, available in different colours, 74 x 48 x 48  cm | 84408 | 
3. Bar LADY ROCK, elegant and filigree, the eye-catcher will easily find a spot in your living room, 104 x 120 x 48 cm | 84407 | 
4. Bistro table SAN REMO, classy high table with a marble-look top and tulip base , 100 x 70 x 70 cm | 84076 | 
5. Barstool THINKTANK, perhaps the world’s most comfortable barstool? 106 x 65 x 55 cm | 80673 |  
6. Wine cooler OH DEER, there’s always room for one more bottle in the wine cooler there’s room  
for several bottles and cooling ice, 54 x 69 x 49 cm | 61342 | 
7. Bowl STARRY, whether it’s peanuts or olives, with a snack every drink becomes a highlight, 11 x 14 x 14 cm | 51231 | 
8. Glass HOMMAGE, with a golden rim, various designs available | 60904 | 
9. Bar cabinet ICEBERG, the perfect gift for someone who already has everything:  
an elegant bar cabinet with lots of extras, 154 x 61 x 61 cm | 73933 |
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BEDROOM
Everything for the perfect dream

Let's be honest - we spend more time in bed than anywhere else, which is why it’s 

so important that our bedroom offers the optimal surroundings for a good night’s 

sleep. The more comfortable we feel in our bed, the better we sleep - and we’ve got 

the ingredients for your individual bedroom paradise.
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Bed DESIRE, perfect for sweet dreams: a gorgeous upholstered bed with button-stitched headboard, e.g.  
reclining area 160 x 80, 100 x 177 x228  cm | 80635 |   Bench VISIBLE FUR, elegant and light-footed with a  
transparent X-shaped frame, 72 x 138 x 74 cm | 81582 |   Side table JUPITER, why not turn a side table into  
a nightstand? A beautiful eye-catcher, especially as a pair, 55 x 55 x 55 cm | 81560 |   New Vase POSITANO,  
complements the elegant living style perfectly, 21 x 23 x 23 cm | 61782 |
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BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE

New Sofa bed MILCHBAR, in just a few steps the dainty sofa transforms itself into a stylish bed with a reclining area of 110 x 191 cm,  
83 x 219 x 85 cm | 80900 |   Footstool CHERRY, a welcome dash of colour in light surroundings is everybody's darling, 42 x 35 x 35 cm | 82697 |    
New Coffee table BOULEVARD, a good styling partner to the simple sofa, with a geometric frame, 45 x 140 x 70 cm | 83906 |    
Oil painting ABSTRACT FIELDS, handpainted unique piece with delicate applications and a touch of gold, 120 x 90 cm | 61661 |    
New Cushion ETHNO FIRE, a little work of art with elaborately worked details, a beautiful addition to the simple look, 40 x 60 cm | 52038 |    

New Side table TRIANGLE LUXURY, a champagne-coloured gem with fascinating mirror effects, 54 x 32 x 32 cm | 84156 |    
New Bench CHERRY STORAGE, when unexpected visitors arrive and the tidying up has been forgotten - everything disappears into the bench!  
42 x 120 x 40 cm | 84074 |   New Table lamp GOBLET, a great eye-catcher with retro details, also available in gold, 35 x 27 x 27 cm | 51078 |    
New Footstool ST BARTH, visually this footstool brings Sixties glam into the home and you can put your feet up wonderfully ..., 40 x 45 x 45 cm | 83517 |
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Bed CITY SPIRIT, royal is the new norm!   Inspired by the Baroque, covered with natural materials for cosiness with a touch of refinement,  
153 x 192 x 221 cm | 78482 |   Cabinet SHANTI, a unique piece with ornamental Indian mouldings that join like a collage to form the front,  
180 x 85 x 45 cm | 79764 |   

New Table lamp BIRDS LIFE, an original table lamp with bird print and a lampshade whose inside shines in gold, 60 x 40 x 40 cm | 51056 |    
Dresser ALHAMBRA, elegant piece of furniture with a fine silver shimmer, 65 x 59 x 38 cm | 80829 |   New Side table CROCO, a splendid specimen 
in royal green, which certainly has no crocodiles on its conscience, 45 x 33 x 33 cm | 83667 |
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BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

9. 

8. 

GREAT 
DREAMCATCHERS 
Accessories for a stylish sleeping oasis

7. 

1. New Sofa SANTA BARBARA, velvety soft, with elaborate button stitching and in a soft shade of champagne:  
the sofa has the potential to become a star, 65 x 152 x 94 cm | 80940 | 
2. Footstool CHERRY, with its tiger or lion pattern the little pouffe brings a lot of tropical glam into the room, 42 x 35 x 35 cm | 84312, 3 | 
3. Dresser LUXURY, a reflecting dresser with a glamorous touch, it enlarges the room and provides storage space -  
a win-win situation! 50 x 49 x 41 cm | 83890 |  
4. New Cushion PARADISE, for paradisiacal flair in the bedroom or on the couch, 45 x 45 cm | 61657, 8 |  
5. Table lamp ANIMAL, the cute eye-catcher doesn't stop at the bedroom either, we recommend one per bedside table, 58 x 23 x 29 cm | 61602 |  
6. New Side table BEAM, a precious mix of marble and brass, we love side tables converted into bedside tables! 35 x 32 x 32 cm | 83736 | 
7. Dresser RIVET, the rockstar among bedside tables - with a drawer for bits and pieces, 90 x 83 x 88 cm | 81421 | 
8. Bench WING, small bench, also very decorative in front of the bed, 54 x 100 x 30 cm | 83983 |
9. Coffee table ELECTRA, a really stylish composition with inlays, which will enhance every interior, 35 x Ø 75 cm | 79170 |
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AN EVER- 
WELCOME 
GIFT!

THE INDIVIDUALLY  

CHARGEABLE CARD  

CONTAINS ALL THE FUN OF  

FURNISHING.  WHETHER AS  

A SMALL GIFT OR AS A MAJOR 

START TOWARDS FURNISHING 

SOMEONE’S FIRST FLAT,  

THE GIFT CARD IS ALWAYS  

APPRECIATED - AND MAKES  

EVERY HOME MORE BEAUTIFUL!
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BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE

Bed AUTHENTICO, anyone who appreciates a distinctive design idiom and solid wood will love the Authentico series, other pieces available,  
75 x 168 x 217 cm | 76552 |   Cupboard AUTHENTICO, pure and authentic: solid wood wardrobe with shelves, clothes rail and 2 drawers,  
200 x 105 x 50 cm | 76444 | 

New Magazine rack LOFT, say ‘bye, bye’ to piles of newspapers! Hello to the stylish loft look in the retro style! 41 x 40 x 31 cm | 84130 |    
Bench WING, practical as well as velvety soft - also tested and popular as an animal bed , 45 x 100 x 30 cm | 83984 |    
New Dresser STARRY, generous storage space with inlays on the door, 65 x 61 x 38 cm | 84246 |
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Cupboard BROOKLYN WALNUT, clean-lined forms, rounded corners and the dark colouring provide for a modern style, 194 x 100 x 58 cm | 81965 
|   Bed BROOKLYN WALNUT, bed with tapered legs made of solid wood in dark walnut colour, various sizes available, e.g. reclining area 160 x 200 
cm, 92 x 166 x 213 cm | 81966 |   Dresser BROOKLYN WALNUT, perfect for next to the bed, with drawer and dark grain, 40 x 50 x 30 cm | 81263 |   
Mirror SUNFLOWER, in the shape of the sun, with bevelled facets, Ø 120 cm | 79184 |   Carpet BRICK, elements of cowhide in shades of green with 
metallic colours create a modern work of art, 170 x 240 cm | 30003 |

New Mirror MAKULA, a matching accessory for the ethno look, with seaweed frame, 117 x 96 x 2 cm | 84295 |    
New Side table BAMBOO LOOP, with mirror top, available in different sizes, for example, 40 x 33 x 33 cm | 80942 |    
Dresser PURO, made of mango wood with carvings and various knobs , 46 x 50 x 35 cm | 81332 |
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BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE

Bed PURO, a charming bed in light solid wood for nature lovers, with lovingly carved decorations, 76 x 169 x 218 cm | 81955 |   
Cupboard PURO, outside Ibiza flair, inside storage space with shelves on one side, as well as a clothes rail on the other, 190 x 100 x 58 cm | 81987 |   
Armchair BUTTERFLY, a true vintage classic that has always captivated with its own unique shape.   Here it comes in brown luxurious leather on  
a metal base of the same colour , 87 x 80 x 76 cm | 73490 |
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Oil painting SUNGLASSES, the mysterious features hide behind big sunglasses and don't show any emotions.   
The picture is hand-painted, which makes each one unique, 120 x 150 cm | 33297 |   
Standard lamp SCULTRA, the naturally grown acacia wood gives the standard lamp its very original, untouched flair, 158 x 55 x 55 cm | 34925 |   



FLOOR 
DECORATIONS

74 KARE MAGAZINE  //  THE MAGAZINE FOR FURNISHING FANS

Sofa Element WAVE, whether it's for a single seat or a large quiz session, the eye-catching seating elements quickly turn an armchair into a furnishing 
landscape for an extended circle of friends, 83 x 109 x 84 cm | 83664 |   Carpet BEAUTY POP, a modern work of art for the floor, adds Seventies flair and good 
mood to the home, 170 x 240 cm | 52059 |   Side table JUPITER, elegant light table to accompany the sofa or the bed, 55 x 55 x 55 cm | 81560 |   
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1. 

2. 

6. 

9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 

8. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

1. New Carpet FRECCETTA COLORE, a cowhide allrounder, Ø150 cm | 61543 | 
2. New Carpet BEAUTY POP, handmade, also looks good on the wall, 170 x 240 cm | 52059 | 
3. Carpet KELIM ROCKSTAR, in an elegant vintage look, enhances every interior, 170 x 240 cm | 60191 |  
4. Carpet COSMO GREY, made of exquisite natural material with silver highlights, 170 x 240 cm | 32973 |  
5. Carpet CAMOUFLAGE, a perfect match for the cool industrial style, 170 x 240 cm | 61537 |  
6. Carpet CIRCULO MULTI, a fireworks display of colourful hide circles, Ø150 cm | 69825 | 
7. Carpet MODERN INCA, a perfect statement carpet for furniture in neutral tones, 170 x 240 cm | 51063 | 
8. Carpet ABSTRACT GREY LINE, modern art for the floor, 170 x 240 cm | 61333 | 
9. Carpet KELIM POP BEIGE, an allround talent for vintage fans, 170 x 240 cm | 39972 | 
10. Carpet ABSTRACT, woven cotton carpet with an artistic design, 170 x 240 cm | 61505 | 
11. New Carpet ROSES, handmade with a romantic design, 170 x 240 cm | 51005 | 
12. New Carpet OVADO, stylish coolness in organic form, 170 x 240 cm | 61540 | 
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ACCESSORIES // CARPETS

clockwise from top left:
Carpet COSMO FUR, flamboyant silvery hide floor covering, 170 x 240 cm | 82973 |

Carpet HUSKY, for a feel-good atmosphere with a Moroccan Berber pattern, 170 x 240 cm | 51003 |
Carpet CIRCLE, gives every room a special ambience, like a Zen garden for the living room, 170 x 240 cm | 31123 |

Carpet KELIM POP, the all-round genius with vintage motif enhances every ambience, 170 x 240 cm | 60191 |
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GOING LOCO 
WITH

ACAPULCO

New Armchair ACAPULCO,
These cute armchairs in candy colours are real all-rounders, and above all  
they’re so comfortable that they can also be used in the living room, 37 x 85 x 78 cm 

Natural 84722 Black 83986 White 83990 Coral 83989
Yellow 83988 Cherry 83987 Green 83991
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S T O R A G E
Dressers, sideboards,  
shelving & cupboards

Do you like to know that your paperwork is tidied away behind closed doors?   

Or do you enjoy presenting your collections of valuable decorative objects? For 

every storage problem there is a solution, and we'll be happy to show you how  

attractive it can look.
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Sideboard GOLDEN EYE, a luxury class design highlight: the oval  
ornaments seem to float in front of the golden shimmering  
background.   Show off your room with this glittering piece of  
furniture, which also has plenty of storage space to offer,  
57 x 141 x 47 cm | 83135 |   
New Table lamp GOBLET, provides indirect, atmospheric light -  
delicately tinted by the coloured glass shade, available in other  
colours and variations , 35 x 27 x 27 cm | 67666 |
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STORAGE // STORAGE

Cupboard FLEUR, pure poetry for every room, conjures modern romance and joie de vivre, not just for nostalgic people, 140 x 76 x 30 cm 
| 82780 |   New Armchair ACAPULCO, whether outdoors or indoors, Acapulco conjures Midcentury beach flair and a trendy lightness into 
the ambience, which immediately brings a smile to the lips, 85 x 73 x 78 cm | 83987 |

Sideboard DISK, the Chinese wedding cabinet brought up to date: in pink, with details in gold and traces of use, 84 x 150 x 50 cm | 82771 |    
New Coatrack FEATHER, a stylish keeper of order: decorative object with a feather motif, golden highlights and six practical hooks, 78 x 23 x 4 cm | 
80987 |   Shelf unit CAMPS BAY, a classy gem for design lovers looking for something extraordinary!  The combination of metal refined with brass 
and oiled solid oak makes the look so outrageously stylish, 200 x 150 x 35 cm | 83082 |   New Coatstand GALA, in the elegant Fifties look, transforms 
every hallway into an elegant Gatsby-style entrance, 187 x 50 x 50 cm | 83504 |   
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Sideboard MUSKAT, looks like an heirloom, but is - quite democratically - available to everyone.  In the Midcentury look it immediately conquers 
our hearts.  Made of solid mango wood with brass-coloured handles, 75 x 145 x 45 cm | 83366 |   Table lamp MUSHROOM, adds shimmering  
golden highlights to table and sideboard and radiates a pleasant, warm light, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60198 |

Dresser ALHAMBRA, the ethnic look and shabby chic combine to create a dresser with six drawers and a pleasantly matt silver surface,  
88 x 108 x 38 cm | 80825 |   New Sideboard AFRA, a wonderfully elegant sideboard in an exciting mix of materials with brass details, two doors  
and three drawers, 75 x 170 x 40 cm | 84892 |   
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Dark ash wood, brass-coloured stainless steel and graphic design - this is pure harmony.  
However, the Osaka series allows itself a little extravagance: in the shape of the fittings,  

for example.  They turn the collection into an elegant roommate.

SIMPLE. STYLISH.

New Table OSAKA, an elegant dining table on brass- 
coloured runners, for dinners with up to six people,  
76 x 180 x 90 cm | 83879 |     
New Chair URBAN DESIRE, as decorative as a cocktail 
armchair, with a button-stitched backrest and glamorous 
legs, 90 x 52 x 60 cm | 83843 |    
Mirror WATER DROPS, extraordinary mirror object, the 
round mirror elements are framed in copper-coloured 
metal, 135 x 78 x 4 cm | 74895 |    
New Vase MUSHROOM, a large vase in harmonious,  
organic form, 44 x 31 x 31 cm | 51088 |
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The name of  
the furniture 

series already 
suggests it:  

Osaka is  
influenced by 

Japanese  
aesthetics.   
The forms  
are strictly  

graphic, the 
materials  

understated.  
But each  

piece has a  
subtle twist.

Sofa LOFT, elegant and indestructible three-seater with classic button-stitching, 73 x 229 x 80 cm | 83528 |    New Coffee table  
OSAKA, the frame in an elegant brass look makes the table float in the air, 46 x 138 x 77 cm | 83876 |   New Mirror CLIP, timeless and 
elegant with a slim silhouette, in brass or black, 177 x 32 x 5 cm | 82516, 7 |   Carpet KELIM ROCKSTAR, complements modern rooms as 
well as glamorous interiors, 240 x 170 cm | 60191 |   Table lamp ANIMAL, the lovable primate wraps itself smilingly in the lampshade,  
56 x 23 x 23 cm | 61601 | 

New Console table OSAKA, elegant lightness with excitingly designed legs, 76 x 149 x 45 cm | 83880 |   Picture HERON, Japanese-style 
picture, finished by hand, 70 x 50 cm | 60772, 3 |   New Paravent MENAGERIE, refined room divider of the finest quality: with various 
oriental motifs on front and back, 180 x 135 x 30 cm | 83699 |   New Standard lamp RICHMOND, design classics such as this one are  
perfect styling partners for velvet or leather sofas, 144 x 29 x 54 cm | 61802 |   New Vase ALEXANDRIA, flamboyant and elegant, as if 
straight out of a museum, 43 x 28 x 15 cm | 52088, 9 |   Vase CROCO, gorgeously eccentric eye-catcher in the crocodile look,  
36 x 22 x 22 cm | 61619 |   Carpet ORNAMENTS, a good match! the elegant beige tones are perfect for combinations, 240 x 170  cm | 
52060 |   Armchair LOFT, a modern formal idiom, clean lines and ideal for cuddling up in, 72 x 84 x 75 cm | 83530 |
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STORAGE // STORAGE

"To emphasise  
the elegance of the  
Osaka series, when  

it comes to decoration  
"less is more":  
tone in tone,  

metal shades and simple 
plants complement  

the understated look!”

Sabir Nuridini

KARE PRISTINA

We love the  
minimalist Japan  
look for the home -  
an oasis of serenity 
that radiates  
natural elegance!

New Table OSAKA, an elegant dining 
table on brass-coloured runners, for 
dinners with up to six people,  
76 x 180 x 90 cm | 83879 |
New Pendant lamp FIRESTARTER, 
the modern version of the classic 
chandelier, 100 x 24 cm | 67576 |  
New Chair URBAN DESIRE, as  
decorative as a cocktail armchair, 
glamorous and witty with a button- 
stitched back, 90 x 52 x 60 cm | 83843 |
Carpet CIRCLE, with the natural look, 
a cosy complement to all furnishing 
styles, 240 x 170 cm | 31123 |

New Shelf unit OSAKA, an eye-
catcher in the elegant bar style, with 
drawer and intricately detailed fittings,  
210 x 83 x 45 cm | 83877 |    
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GLOSS & GORGEOUSNESS 
Gold and green, the perfect combination  

for the tropical royal menagerie look
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1. New Cushion JUNGLE PARROT, a tropical feeling without leaving the couch?  There’s nothing easier! 45 x 45 cm | 61655 | 
2. New Wall decoration PARROT MIRROR, a captivating, mirrored wall decoration, which also cuts  
a fine figure between pictures , 43 x 15 x 4 cm | 51219 | 
3. New Deco box MALACHITE, a classy porcelain box with lid and fine gold rim as well as a hand-painted malachite design, 9 x 18 x 18 cm | 61757 |  
4. Sofa RIMINI, a heavenly sage-coloured sofa, which would also look good in the lobby of a grand hotel, 76 x 160 x 86 cm | 83318 |  
5. New Sideboard ILLUMINO, could hardly be more magnificent: radiant carvings and golden colour  
make it worthy of adoration, 80 x 160 x 40 cm | 84704 |  
6. Vase BARFLY, in soothing green with brass collar, other vases from the series available, 30 x 15 x 15 cm | 60574 | 
7. Table GLORIA, a showpiece of a dining table - looks really modern when combined with colourful chairs! 75 x 200 x 100 cm | 81543 | 
8. New Footstool CHERRY, a pouffe that exudes both gentle glamour and good humour,  
also happy to act as a coffee table, 35 x 55 x 55 cm | 84201 | 
9. Deco figure PARROT, enchantingly complements arrangements of green plants - and never flies away! 116 x 23 x 25 cm | 61631 | 



DRESSERS & SIDEBOARDS 
WITH HANDCRAFTED DETAILS

Sideboard TOMAHAWK
A showpiece that satisfies our yearning for faraway places! Lovingly detailed carvings in graphic 

stylemake the four-door model a real work of art. The warm colour scheme complements rustic 

interiors and forms an exciting contrast to modern furnishing styles. Who can fail to think of 

sunsets on the beach or in the desert?

ONE OF A KIND

STORAGE // STORAGE

Sideboard TOMAHAWK, 75 x 177 x 45 cm | 83370 |   Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists,  
with a frame of brass-coloured steel, Ø100 cm | 82716 |   Table lamp MUSHROOM, wit and style merge to 
create an original and timeless design with clear lines, 44 x 50 x 50 cm | 60199 |    
Vases BARFLY, other versions available | 60575 |
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Sideboard STARRY
A handcrafted cabinet made of solid wood with star inlays and a 3D effect. As versatile as it 

is decorative! Straight lines, waxed surfaces, steel feet and handles - a star among dressers.

A sideboard can be so much more than just a place to store  
bits and pieces. We love corners and edges, and how they reflect our  

individuality! Handcrafted dressers are ideal statement  
pieces that give the room value and ambience.

New Sideboard STARRY, 88 x 120 x 38 cm | 84245 |   Chair CHEERIO, impresses with great seating comfort, 
well thought-out details and dynamic lines, 75 x 55 x 52 cm | 83078 |    
New Mirror CONCAVE, a curved wall mirror made of antique-look glass, Ø90 cm | 83498 |    
New Mirror CONCAVE, available in different sizes, Ø 40 cm | 83499 |



SIDEBOARD VEIN
Solid wood body with golden, shiny metal decorations and delicate ball knobs. The steel feet 

skilfully evoke the graphic pattern of the front - a real designer piece! Six drawers offer enough 

space - clean-up expert Marie Kondo would be delighted!
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New Sideboard VEIN, 82 x 145 x 45 cm | 84384 |
New Table lamp PEAR, in sculptural form, conjures 
up brilliance and light, 78 x 30 x 30 cm | 51323 |
New Footstool LILLY, an all-rounder for every  
situation, as a seat or with a tray as a side table,  
40 x 39 x 39 cm | 84259 |
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DRESSER PIANO
A real find: the sober straight lines of a Fifties dresser combined with shiny gold feet and drawer 

handles. In addition, there are elaborately worked inlays in ivory colours that give the elegant 

dresser a wild ethnic touch. One thing is clear: this piece tells a very harmonious story about the 

wide world and is a sophisticated gem for both bedroom and living room!

New Dresser PIANO, 89 x 60 x 48 cm | 83502 |   New Table lamp SWING JAZZ, the slightly coffee-coloured 
and white tinted glass of the shade provides indirect, soft light, 52 x 17 x 17 cm | 51310 |    
New Vase LA NOBLE, in the soft glamour style: attracts attention with its flamboyance, but doesn't show off,  
19 x 20 x 20 cm | 63964 |



SIDEBOARD ILLUSION
Inlays have been known since antiquity - nevertheless we dare to claim that the inlaid  

woodwork of this sideboard is almost unique. Not only the graphic pattern with its 3D effect  

is fascinating, but also the alternation of shimmering brass and recycled wood. It is definitely  

a classy eye-catcher.

Sideboard ILLUSION, 85 x 164 x 40  cm | 83827 |    
Mirror SUNLIGHT, a work of art made of recycled 
wood in the shape of the sun, Ø 120 cm | 82120 |    
New Table lamp PEAR, the classic design is well 
suited to many furnishing styles,  
53 x 40 x 40 cm | 51319 |    
Chair KO LANTA, rattan can be as comfortable  
as this! 86 x 45 x 55 cm | 79961 |   
New Carpet SOUK, a modern work of art in  
black and white, in a pleasant mix of wool and  
cotton, 240 x 170 cm | 61811 | 



SIDEBOARD LIMARA
Playing with geometry - fine inlays on the doors 

and drawers make Limara an impressive focal 

point. The spacious body made of solid mango 

wood offers plenty of storage space. So this 

piece of furniture is both practical and beautiful. 

And have you noticed the delicate legs? The 

craftsmanship goes back to the tradition of 

luxurious parquet floors in palaces, while the 

cubic shape and black steel legs give the solid 

wood furniture a modern kick.

DRESSER PURO
Natural chic! This charming dresser from the Puro series 

impresses with loving, unique details and artistic hand-

carved ornaments. The light colour and the natural 

structure of the mango wood make it look fresh and 

modern. Fourteen individually designed drawers provide 

storage space.
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Dresser PURO, 80 x 114 x 35 cm | 81335 |
New Table lamp ELEPHANT, a majestic source of light, the 
elephant's body is decorated with ornaments,  
56 x 39 x 39 cm | 51034 |
New Mirror MAKULA EYE, completely made by hand, other shapes 
available. Also looks good in a team! 44 x 70 x 2 cm | 84292 |
Carpet ARABIAN FLOWER, a dream in earth tones, complements 
every furnishing style with cosiness, 240 x 170  cm | 38750 |
New Footstool RANCH, square pouffe made of braided buffalo 
nappa leather, 25 x 45 x 45  cm | 84350 |

New Sideboard LIMARA, 78 x 160 x 45 cm | 84462 |
New Table lamp FEATHER, feather or leaf?  
At all events the large lamp represents the beauty  
of nature, 75 x 27 x 20 cm | 52104 |
New Mirror MAKULA, the square beauty with a skirt 
of seaweed has earned a prominent place on the wall, 
55 x 55 x 2 cm | 84293 |    
New Folding chair IPANEMA, also suitable for  
outdoors, 73 x 78 x 60 cm | 84122 |   
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New Sideboard MODENA, straight-lined sideboard in an elegant material mix of light wood and black highlights - handmade! 80 x 190 x 45 cm | 
84386 |   New Mirror SUNLIGHT, brings the sun into the home - with a ray-shaped frame made of recycled wood, Ø 120 cm | 82120 |    
New Armchair TUDOR, with diamond quilting and generous armrests it invites you to lean back and chill, 100 x 78 x 80 cm | 84424 |    
New Standard lamp TRIPOD NATURE, unites tradition and modernity with the trend material of Viennese wickerwork and a graphic base,  
154 x 50 x 50 cm | 51364 |   New Carpet SOUK, a perfect match for the Scandinavian look, brings homeliness to clean, modern furnishing styles,  
170 x 240 cm | 61811 |

Sideboard MADRID, combines authentic natural materials such as oiled oak with discreet retro charm and contemporary design,  
86 x 200 x 46 cm | 82049 |   New Footstool BALANCE TRAY, a practical all-rounder that reliably presents books and drinks. With trendy wide cord 
cover, 45 x 50 x 51 cm | 84673 |   New Side table AFRICAN DRUMS (set of 2), in a great design and black-gold: the filigree wire mesh makes the 
ethno look modern, 48 x 46 x 46 cm | 84390 |    
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"The Urban Nature furnishing style  
is defined by restrained colours,  

natural materials and harmonious  
combinations. We love furniture  

that gives us the feeling of sitting  
in a café on the beach."

Aya Okajima

KARE OSAKA

New Shelf unit MODENA, with a great design in black and gold: the filigree wire mesh brings the eth-
nic look up to date, 200 x 125 x 35 cm | 84385 |   New Deco object EASTER ISLAND, the detailed design 
and the antique finish make it look like a piece from an art gallery, different sizes, e.g., 59 x 25 x 20 cm | 
66008, 10 |   New Floor lamp APPOLON, a golden ball filled with light and a lightly beaten shade give 
rooms a touch of oriental style | 61481 |

New Sideboard ARIZONA, a gem with precious walnut veneer and details in brass, decorative sliding door with ornamental pattern, 76 x 160 x 
45 cm | 84887 |   New Coatrack BUSH, with six coat hooks it creates order in no time at all, in the fashionable shabby look, 41 x 93 x 6 cm | 84169 |   
New Coatstand CACTUS, the chic alternative to the pile of clothes in the bedroom - and also a great decorative object on its own, 183 x 42 x 42 cm 
| 84233 |   Shelf unit STORM, with individually designed compartments it offers plenty of space for decorations and books, but above all a refined, 
varied look, 234 x 100 x 30 cm | 82060 |



An industrial loft is the dream of every  
furnishing lover worldwide. The spacious rooms,  

which offer ceiling-high windows, brick walls and  
concrete floors, are particularly popular with artists  

who combine their homes, workplaces and  
studios, so we combine creativity, relaxed lifestyles,  

art, music and openness with the rough-edged look.

THE NEW 
INDUSTRIAL LOFT

INDIVIDUAL FACTORY-STYLE FURNISHING

STORAGE // STORAGE
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Less is more: the industrial  
style is defined by a few  

selected statement pieces

left-hand page:
New Sofa CUBETTO, extremely comfortable roommate  
in cubic shape, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 83954 |    
New Coffee table COLLECTOR, the display compartment  
with letter case keeps all your treasures ready to hand,  
45 x 122 x 55 cm | 84107 |   
New Dresser ART FACTORY, cool but sensuous. Casual  
but useful - these contrasts are appreciated by loft lovers,  
133 x 77 x 32 cm | 84106 |
New Armchair COPACABANA, Folding armchair for indoors  
and outdoors, 73 x 78 x 60 cm | 84123 |

right:
New Armchair TUDOR, luxurious and comfortable with a  
high back, wide armrests and a curved silhouette - that's what  
a wing-back chair is all about today! 100 x 78 x 80 cm | 84424 |    
New Shelf unit LOFT, thanks to interestingly arranged  
compartments and the cool mix of materials, a basic piece  
for eternity, 195 x 115 x 30 cm | 84124 | 

bottom:  
New Sideboard LA GOMERA, typical of the series: a mix  
of materials in steel and glass, clear lines and slightly flared feet ,  
75 x 120 x 35 cm | 84137 |
New Standard lamp GOBLET, a design classic with chrome details, 
goes well with vintage-look light bulbs, 160 x 25 x 25 cm | 51079 |
New Mirror GÖTEBORG, in the Scandinavian style, harmonious 
and space-enlarging, 71 x 71 cm | 80909 |

New Deco object ARTISTIC BEARS, a handmade sculpture for 
bear lovers, 29 x 27 x 14 cm | 66462 |
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STORAGE // STORAGE

In a  
spacious  

room a  
large table  

is a must!  
The chairs  
don't need  

to match,  
the more  
different,  

the better!

New Table PARADISE, in the casual urban loft look thanks to its forged, rough iron feet -  
the naturally grained wood radiates warmth, 76 x 200 x 90 cm | 84301 |
Chair GRID, iconic steel furniture design, with a comfortable cushion, 86 x 48 x 54 cm | 83113 |
New Pendant lamp GORGEOUS, punched out patterns bring warm light  
and oriental flair above the dining table, 44 x 131 x 71 cm | 61992 |
Chair WIRE, modern and reduced, with upholstered seat, 86 x 48 x 51 cm | 82744 |
New Shelf unit LOFT, with its simple form it invites you to make decorative arrangements, 195 x 115 x 30 cm | 84124 |

New Tableware GWAYI, many items available, e.g. bowl | 51248 |   
New Side table AFRICAN DRUMS (set of 2), with a great design in black and gold: 
the filigree wire mesh brings the ethnic look up to date, 48 x 46 x 46 cm | 84390 |    
New Table lamp BAMBOO, filigree lamp for floor or table in the natural look,  
various sizes available, e.g. 62 x 34 x 34 cm | 62018 |
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INDUSTRIAL LOFT 
ESSENTIALS 

Individual pieces that round off the loft look

1. Display cabinet REFUGIO, the grand cru of furniture, so to speak: the black steel body  
in the industrial style is combined with wood, 156 x 60 x 40 cm | 83751 | 
2. Mirror SUNLIGHT, original decorative mirror with antique-look wooden rods, Ø120 cm | 82120 | 
3. New Standing mirror LA GOMERA, practical urban chic with extra space to put stuff, 165 x 53 x 15 cm | 84272 |  
4. Coatrack RETRO BIKE, with lots of hooks and possibilities to hang up jackets, scarves and umbrellas, 68 x 107 x 10 cm | 84326 |  
5. Armchair COUNTRY SIDE, a classic gem with diamond stitching in high-quality cowhide leather  
as well as additional details such as decorative rivets all round, 90 x 83 x 88 cm | 79065 |  
6. New Side table COLLECTOR, under the glass top there is space for your favourite things,  
underneath there’s another level for wine bottles, 55 x 55 x 55  cm | 84108 | 
7. Bench GYM, comfortable seating in a gym look made of cowhide leather, 60 x 153 x 33 cm | 79526 | 
8. New Wine rack LA GOMERA, compact vintage-look wine rack with carrying handle, 57 x 34 x 24 cm | 84145 | 



HOME 
OFFICE

WORKING // HOME OFFICE
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New Desk OSAKA, the perfect desk when you don't want your home to look like a workplace, 81 x 138 x 60 cm | 83881 |     
Office chair LABORA, ergonomic, height-adjustable, rotatable and above all: simply beautiful! 105 x 57 x 61 cm | 79946 |     
New Table lamp TUKAN, an exhilarating ray of light on the desk... and everywhere else, 50 x 28 x 28 cm | 51152 |     
New Vase PODIUM, the simple elegance is almost meditative - an exciting combination of wood and glass, 58 x 24 x 24 cm | 51130 |     
New Shelf unit OSAKA, where would folders be happy to reside? There’s no doubt in our minds: here! 210 x 83 x 45 cm | 83877 | 
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Desk PURO, with carvings and lovingly worked details,  
e.g. various knobs , 78 x 135 x 60 cm | 81333 |    
Dresser PURO, a matching storage option,  
46 x 50 x 35 cm | 81332 |

New Desk SYMPHONY, this is what office work looks like today: at a height-adjustable desk for variety, ergonomics and more 
movement in everyday life. Quietly and electrically adjust the table to your perfect working position, 68-115 x 160 x 80 cm | 84953 |   
New Shelf unit LOFT, this classic also stylishly accommodates folders and office accessories, 195 x 115 x 30 cm | 84124 |    
Pendant lamp MONTE CARLO, height adjustable with seven light sources. Particularly effective with retro-look light bulbs,  
116 x 116 x 35 cm | 60166 |

Desk X-Factory, industrial desk with concrete-look surface  
and solid wood fronts, 76 x 120 x 60 cm | 80324 |    
Swivel chair FOXY, also cuts a fine figure at the desk or dining table,  
88 x 65 x 65 cm | 79973 |



At the workplace we want to be inspired and motivated - this is what the  
LUXURY series achieves with its cool mirror fronts. Did you know that mirror surfaces  

enlarge the space and thus create an elegant and almost airy environment? So those who  
like things to be refined and welcoming will choose a key piece with the mirror look.

 A HOME FOR  
BRILLIANT IDEAS 

The glamour style home office

WORKING // HOME OFFICE
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The LUXURY series offers practical storage space and is also an extraordinary  
eye-catcher - even if the office is located in the living room

top:
New Desk LUXURY, with practical drawers, also available in champagne, 78 x 140 x 61 cm | 84159 |    

New Chair SOLO, graphic shapes, soft curves and a golden shine - this chair has many assets, 84 x 57 x 61 cm | 84183 |

left:
New Console table LUXURY CHAMPANGE, luxurious with sparkling glass handles and drawers for your bits and pieces, 77 x 100 x 40 cm | 83894 |

New Chair HUGO, for the office? Dining room? Dressing table? in fashionable coral this chair is at home everywhere, 76 x 48 x 46 cm | 84181 |
New Tall dresser LUXURY, the stylish way to provide storage space! Also available in silver, 110 x 49 x 41 cm | 83893 |

New Table lamp ANIMAL, a fun source of light with attention to detail, 68 x 23 x 23 cm | 61598 |     
New Deco object FLAMINGO, wherever it lands it creates a holiday atmosphere, even in the office! 75 x 34 x 16 cm | 63946, 7 | 
New Glass picture FLOWER ART LADY, printed on glass and without a frame, it looks pure and modern, 80 x 80 cm | 51438 |
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ILLUMINATION

ACCESSORIES // LIGHTING

Pendant lamp CONCRETE DINING, a perfect  
combination of wood and concrete, for a modern 
living room in harmony with nature, also available 
with 5 lampshades, 120 x 120 x 15 cm | 38802 |
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1. Pendant lamp SPIDER, elegant, modern and functional: the arms can be used very flexibly for pinpoint illumination, 60 x Ø 110 cm | 36595 | 
2. Pendant lamp BIRDS, a gorgeous lamp for romantics, efficiency class A, thanks to five LED light bulbs (not included), 120 x 120 x 15 cm | 38804 | 
3. Pendant lamp MONTE CARLO, an intricate lamp with poetic charm and inspired by clouds, with glass nuggets,  
for halogen bulbs, efficiency class A-C, 61 x 103 x 27 cm | 60669 |  
5. New Wall lamp MAP, an exceptional and dimmable wall lamp, a distinctive design object and picture in one, LED bulbs included, 60 x 120 x 6 cm | 51290 |  
6. Standard lamp SCULTRA, sturdy acacia branches give the standard lamp its highly original, natural flair, 158 x 55 x 55 cm | 34925 | 
7. New Table lamp BEAR FAMILY, an exquisite decoration, which emits dazzle-free light, 59 x 23 x 23 cm | 67845 | 
8 Table lamp NATURE, driftwood, formed by the sea, gives this table lamp its charming charisma, one of a kind, 43 x 35 x 15 cm | 31762 | 
9. New Pendant lamp ISCHIA, with three filigree shades in delicate colours from rosé to light grey to gold, 110 x 50 x 50 cm | 61920 | 
10. Standard lamp FLEXIBLE, the lampshades in classic design radiate dazzle-free light and form  
a wonderful contrast to the lively base, 170 x 240 cm | 36193 | 
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ACCESSORIES // LIGHTING

Clockwise from top left:
New Table lamp MAMO DELUXE, the lampshade can be tilted in all directions - for luxurious light  

wherever it is needed, 41 x 30 x 30 cm | 67863 | 
New Pendant lamp JOJO, a true design highlight made of coloured glass with shimmering metal highlights,  

here in pink coloured glass, 120 x Ø 28 cm | 51419, 51391, 51393 | 
New Table lamp GOBLET, provides indirect, atmospheric light - delicately tinted by the coloured glass shade,  

available in other colours and variants, 35 x 27 x 27 cm | 67666 |  
New Table lamp PEAR, with its height of 53 centimetres it sets a decorative exclamation mark when furnishing,  

while still appearing as light as a soap bubble, 53 x 40 x 40 cm | 51319 | 
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RADIANTLY 
BEAUTIFUL

Lighting and decorating with elegant highlights

1. New Pendant lamp GOBLET, the perfect dining table lighting that brings pure elegance into the home, 142 x 115 x 31 cm | 51101 | 
2. New Pendant lamp GOBLET, a dainty pendant lamp with a touch of retro and warm light, 142 x 27 x 27 cm | 67634 | 
3. New Pendant lamp BALLOON CUBE, the variously sized spheres dance like planets in space, creating a spectacular ceiling lamp, 170 x 75 x 36 cm | 67861 |  
4. Standard lamp BELLO SETTE, simple but impressive: seven lamps in the soap bubble look, efficiency class A-C, LEDs, 162 x 42 x 43 cm | 61399 |  
5. New Pendant lamp PEAR, whether classically above the table, suspended low above the nightstand or as a glamorous trio  
clustered in the stairwell - it always radiates a lively, warm light, 160 x 50 x 50 cm | 51321 |  
6. New Table lamp TROPICAL FLOWER, sophisticated and homely at the same time: indirect light sources provide cosiness,  
while the golden sheen adds glamour, 60 x 50 x 22 cm | 51032 | 
7.New Table lamp SWING JAZZ BALL, harmonious design with a brass base, a great match for soft glam interiors, 53 x 31 x 31 cm | 51309 | 
8. New Table lamp APOLLON, envelops every room in warm light, shapely and fashionable in matt gold, 17 x 28 x 28 cm | 61482 | 
9. Table lamp ANIMAL, the bunny figure is a real collector's item with lots of heart, other animals available, 68 x 23 x 23 cm | 61598 | 
10. New Table lamp CHARLESTON MARBLE, sumptuous materials such as marble and real linen blend  
with the distinctive design to create an elegant, understated look, 78 x 44 x 23 cm | 51308 | 



MIRRORIMAGE

ACCESSORIES // MIRRORS
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New Console table MIAMI LOFT, as valuable as an heirloom piece from a sophisticated era -  
and right up to date thanks to the combination of brass gloss and marble , 120 x 75 x 35 cm | 83851 |     
New Mirror BUBBLES, artwork or mirror?  This depends on the eye of the beholder,  
in any case an eye-catcher with a brass frame, 93 x 138 x 2 cm | 84132 |     
New Armchair SILHOUETTE FUR, glamour with a cuddly feel: cocktail armchair in Art Deco style  
with a trendy fluffy teddy cover in white , 71 x 79 x 60 cm | 84322 |     
New Table lamp PEAR, the classic design is well suited to many furnishing styles, 53 x 40 x 40 cm | 51319 |     
New Vase PINEAPPLE, a handcrafted vase in pineapple form with a lot of vitamin G - G as in gold and glamour!   
Ideal as a floorstanding vase, too, 50 x 25 x 25 cm | 51068 | 
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1. Mirror SUN STORM, impresses with the refined and elegant design of the frame,  
also great as an arrangement of several mirrors, Ø 93 x 4 cm | 82063 | 
2. New Mirror SOLARE, brings sunshine into the home and adds a touch of brightness to even the darkest rooms!  
A closer look reveals that its rays are made of filigree steel tubes in gold, Ø 132 x 4 cm | 83573 | 
3. Mirror SUNBURST, three brass-studded coronae of rays unfold a three-dimensional, magnificent effect, Ø 87 x 12 cm | 83475 |  
4. Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists, with a frame made of brass coloured steel.   
Available in further versions, Ø 100 x 5 cm | 82718 |  
5. Mirror CONCAVE, convex mirror with an antique look finish, other sizes available, Ø 92 x 10 cm | 83498 |  
6. New Mirror HIPSTER, a wide stainless steel band with brass alloy creates shine and depth.  
Who’s the most beautiful of them all? The mirror itself, sorry, 115 x 51 x 5 cm | 83806 | 
7. New Mirror PINEAPPLE, graphic, exotic and with a crown on top!  No wonder that pineapple-shaped  
lifestyle accessories have become interior classics, 82 x 41 x 5 cm | 84329 | 
8. Mirror HOLOGRAM, such a mirror is at home wherever a bold statement is required.  
Also great: a whole wall full of hologram mirrors! 117 x 68 x 9 cm | 83207 | 
9. New Mirror BUBBLES, Artwork or mirror? That's in the eye of the beholder,
definitely an eyecatcher with brass frame, 93 x 138 x 2 cm | 84132 | 
10. Mirror CURVE, simple design - great effect.  Many other sizes and colours available, 200 x 70 x 5 cm | 82713 |
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ACCESSORIES // MIRRORS

1. 2. 

4. 

8. 

5. 

7. 

6. 

HALL OF  
MIRRORS 

Wall decorations as attractive 
as your own reflection

3. 

9. 

1. Mirror SPROCKET, the perfect centrepiece for a large picture wall or mirror collection.   
But it also makes an impression on its own, Ø 92 x 5 cm | 79985 | 
2. Mirror HOLOGRAM, a masterpiece that with its soft curves provides a beautiful  
contrast to linear architecture , 117 x 68 x 9 cm | 80946 | 
3. Mirror SUNBURST, the corona of rays in black adds an extraordinary touch to modern  
furnishings which rely on a certain understatement, Ø 87 x 9 cm | 83476 |  
4. Mirror OMBRA SOFT, an elegant mirror with a reduced silhouette  
and a slim metal frame, other versions available , 200 x 80 x 5 cm | 82855 |  
5. Mirror BELLA, a discreet mirror series for the final check of your outfit in the bedroom  
and on any narrow wall, 180 x 60 x 3 cm | 83450 |  
6. Mirror COCCIO, we give luck a helping hand and have created a stylish furnishing  
accessory with this mirror in a shard look, 140 x 100 x 3 cm | 74892 | 
7. New Mirror BOUNCE, a classic with a mirrored frame, enhances and visually enlarges the room, 160 x 80 x 5 cm | 84677 | 
8. New Mirror BUBBLES, with their black frame the soap bubbles are a perfect match  
for modern furnishings, and lighten up the interior , 93 x 138 x 2 cm | 84133 | 
9. Mirror BIG BEAUTY CANDLE, has nine recesses for tea lights,  
which make the mirror an absolute highlight - and which are reflected in the mirror, 35 x 91 x 9 cm | 72830 | 
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Console table BRICK MIRROR, is it art, or can we use it? Both! Seven mirrored cubes result  
in a radiantly beautiful showpiece and pure luxury! 91 x 141 x 41 cm | 84409 |

Mirror PRISMA, many small mirror triangles have been arranged to create a lively surface.   
The colours and the light of the surroundings mirror each other in the individual elements,  

creating enchanting effects, 120 x 80 x 10 cm | 44897 |
Vase PINEAPPLE, a handcrafted vase in pineapple form with a lot of vitamin G - G as in gold and glamour!  

Ideal as a floorstanding vase, too., 50 x 25 x 25 cm | 51068 |
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In four steps to your furnishing dream
Taking into account your existing furnishings, we will help you with your small and large furnishing plans.

Personal, tailor-made and, if desired, with 3D planning.

HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?

Are we just talking about the colour for a wall,
or about furnishing an entire room? And what are 
your preferences? These are things we deal with
in an initial informal discussion.

1.

THE FIRST DRAFT

In a detailed dialogue we develop first  
proposals together and - in the case of  
entire rooms - also 3D planning.

2.

SATISFIED?

You're happy with our suggestions and  
everything matches your existing  
furnishings? In that case we’re happy, too!

3.

A DREAM COMES TRUE

Finally we deliver your new furnishing dream
and set everything up for you.

4.
KARE  
FURNISHING 
CONSULTANCY

KARE FURNISHING 
CONSULTANCY

»WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR 
FURNISHING DREAMS WE'VE 
GOT THE RIGHT IDEAS.«

MAKE AN  
APPOINTMENT  

NOW ONLINE  
OR AT YOUR  

KARE STORE!

Richard, KARE furnishing expert

FROM COLOUR AND DECORATION  
ADVICE TO COMPLETE PLANNING 
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From the floor plan to the finished interior 
When it comes to entire rooms, we support you from start to finish

and integrate your existing furnishings into the new planning.

Prefer to do your own planning?
No problem at all with our digital planning and furnishing tools. 

DIY planning made easy! KARE Roomdesigner-APP
Create your 3D room

and browse through our current assortment!
kare-design.com/roomplanner

• Your own plan in 5 easy steps
• Guide

• Video tutorial
• Online expert check

You’ve found the furniture of your dreams but don't yet know 
exactly what it will look like in your room? Then download our 

KARE Room Designer App and try out the articles with  
the help of augmented reality (AR)!

• See what products will look like in your home with AR* 3D
• Plan your 3D room with VR*

and furnish your apartment anew.

IMPLEMENTATION

FLOOR PLAN

3D PLANNING

DO YOUR OWN PLANNING WITH THE

PC ROOM PLANNER
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

KARE ROOM
DESIGNER APP



WORKS OF ART

ACCESSORIES // ART GALLERY
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1. 

3. 

4. 5. 

7. 

6. 

2. 

left-hand page:
Sideboard MODENA, in an elegant material mix of light wood and black high-
lights - handmade! The austere graphic shape is accentuated by the black metal 
elements, 80 x 190 x 45 cm | 84386 |     
Picture FLOWER ART LADY, printed on glass and without a frame, it looks pure 
and modern. A colourful print, but not too colourful - so this wall decoration 
matches all wall colours, 120 x 120 cm | 65022 |

1. New Picture Frame ART BEE, a collage in the form of a bee on elegant black.   
Further motifs available, 60 x 60 x 3 cm | 65627 | 
2. Picture FACE LION, this impressive black-and-white photo of a lion conjures  
up an overwhelming feeling of Africa on the wall, 80 x 80 x 4 cm | 35845 | 
3. New Picture METALLIC GIRLIE, photographic art in XL format with the portrait of  
a fashion beauty.  Fascinating: the intense mirror effect of the glasses, 120 x 120 cm | 65141 |  
4. Deco frame BUGS, beetles and bumble bees a-plenty;  
a cute get-together that no museum could offer, 60 x 60 x 7 cm | 60926 |  
5. Picture ROYAL HEADDRESS, beauty in profile.  Photographed with an artistic headdress,  
magnified and mounted behind glass, 150 x 100 cm | 60817 | 
6. New Picture METALLIC PALMS, trendy and at the same time poetic:  
palm trees in black and white against a shiny gold background , 120 x 180 cm | 61574 | 
7. New Picture Frame FRAGRANCE, artfully distorted photograph of a perfume icon  
as a framed picture print on canvas, 80 x 80 x 5 cm | 51435 | 
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ACCESSORIES // ART GALLERY

Deco frame SNAIL, the decorative frame skilfully creates a focal point on the wall, while the feathers  
formed into a snail shell add grace and glamour at the same time , 120 x 120 x 5 cm | 83576 |     
New Sideboard VEIN, pure elegance: with a black sideboard with solid wood body,  
shiny golden metal inlays and dainty, round knobs, 82 x 145 x 45 cm | 84384 |     
New Table lamp PEAR, a glamorous table lamp with glass body and gold shimmer,  
a beautiful eye-catcher thanks to its sculptural shape , 78 x 30 x 30 cm | 51323 |
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5. 

6. 

"Picture walls are very much  
in vogue! They look most  

harmonious when they follow a theme. 
For example, we combine lots of 

pictures that contain golden elements 
or frame them in gold. Tip: we always 

place the pictures on the floor and 
arrange them until they harmonise 
perfectly - only then do we reach for 

the drill and screws!"

Ekaterine Khomasuridze

KARE GEORGIA

4. 

7. 

1. 

3. 

2. 

1. Oil painting ABSTRACT FIELDS, a unique piece for your home: handpainted with delicate applications  
and a touch of gold mica, as well as a black gallery frame made of wood, 120 x 90 cm | 61661 |
2. New Wall candle holder GINKGO, a striking piece! The ginkgo leaf is the new favourite of interior designers -  
like here as a luxurious candle holder, 45 x 50 x 16 cm | 61665 |
3. New Picture FASHION DOG, a landlord-friendly pet: the Fashion Dog picture provides trendy charm  
n the interior, for fashion fans and dog lovers, 80 x 60 cm | 63998 |
4. Picture DOG PINEAPPLE, adorable eye-catcher with a cute motif and handpainted finishes, 80 x 80 x 4 cm | 60442 | 
5. Frame GOLD FLOWER, three-dimensional work of art for flower fans: the plexiglass frame  
with golden flowers is a big statement full of lovingly crafted details, 120 x 120 x 5 cm | 39249 |  
6. Picture FLOWER BOAT, large motif with a sea of countless delicate flowers in pastel colours  
on a golden background, with hand-painted finishes, 160 x 120 cm | 65737 |  
7. Picture Frame FRENCH DIVA, a glamorous wall decoration for all those who love black and white furnishing.  
The reflecting frame highlights the special character of the picture, 120 x 90 x 5 cm | 60753 |
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KARE CONTRACT 
FURNISHING

FROM THE OFFICE TO THE BAR, WE’VE GOT THE IDEAS!

A commercial property, whether it's a hotel, restaurant, office or shop,
is given the magic that makes it a special place by the right furnishings and decorations.

Take advantage of our contract furnishing service and benefit from our experience and expertise 
in creating unmistakable worlds of well-being.
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Stefan Calvi
KARE KRAFTWERK

Mimi Farkova & Hristo Tritakov
KARE SOFIA

"For many Munich residents the Allianz Arena is the heart  
of the city - this is where people celebrate and party.  

We have stylishly equipped a lounge for football fans, featuring 
chic and comfortable sofas where they can watch the match  

in comfort and close to the action."

"Our inspiration for furnishing the hotel was its surroundings,
breathtaking mountain landscapes! We also wanted to capture this 

closeness to nature in the interior, and the leather sofas, furniture made 
of solid wood and carpets made of natural materials reflect this intimate 
relationship with the landscape. A little luxury was also required for the 

spa hotel, so we decorated with gold-coloured accessories!"

VIP LOUNGE, ALLIANZ ARENA 
MUNICH, GERMANY

SPA COMPLEX BELCHIN SPRING, 
BELCHIN, BULGARIA



KARE-DESIGN.COM

NEW COLLECTIONS  
REGULARLY ONLINE!



We are so crazy about great interior ideas that in Munich 
and in over 45 countries all around the world KARE is a 
byword for the thrill of individual furnishing. Like no other 
furniture brand we have, ever since 1981, stood for incom-
parable variety, surprising and irresistible collections and 
a shopping experience which is like no other. Discover  
lovingly crafted, solid-wood furniture which will be cherish- 
ed for a lifetime, together with slightly crazy but unique 
pieces of furniture creating a ‘wow’ effect. We invite you to 
browse through our new KARE magazine! 

MORE THAN
100 SHOPS
WORLDWIDE

J O Y  O F  L I V I N G



FOR MORE FUN IN FURNISHING.   
FOR YOU.

J O Y  O F  L I V I N G


